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Wavemaker G4 
Main Features 
• Builds upon the features of the 

Wavemaker G3 
• Extended Frequency Capabilities 
• Built in diagnostics connection 
• Supports enhanced amplitude 

calibration routines 
• Wired and wireless communication 
• Large colour touch-screen 
• Boosted output voltage 

 

 
 

 
Description: The Wavemaker G4 is GUL’s newest platform for collecting guided wave 
inspection data. Released in 2011, it builds upon the proven success of the Wavemaker G3.  
It contains 32 transducer channels for interfacing to all of GUL’s transduction systems.  It 
also contains a range of peripherals to ensure quality guided wave data is collected quickly 
and efficiently; these include automatic transducer detection and diagnostics, an operator 
identification method and a built in GPS 
 
There are several new features in the Wavemaker G4 including an extended frequency 
capability; in addition to the ‘low’ frequencies used for standard pipe inspection the G4 can 
be fitted with a ‘medium’ frequency sampling board to collect quality data from small 
diameter pipes or under supports.  The instrument diagnostics has been enhanced with a 
dedicated diagnostic connection and the ability to support an advanced reflection amplitude 
calibration routine. In addition to the USB connection that was present on the Wavemaker 
G3, the G4 features a wired LAN connection and a Wireless (Wi-Fi) connection to a 
controlling computer.  The instrument can also be controlled via its 7” colour touch screen. 
Accessories 
Supplied with: 
• 2 off 3m transducer cables 
• Mains charger 
• Sealed USB cable 
• Sealed Ethernet Cable 
• Cable to allow for charging from a 

car 
• Carry Bag 
• Licence for WavePro4 software 

Optional Accessories: 
• Medium and Low frequency sampling options 

fitted simultaneously 
• Laptop computer with pre-installed software 
• 12m transducer cables 
• EFC software 
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WavePro4 Software 
Main Features 
• Guided Wave analysis and reporting 

software for the Wavemaker G4 
electronics 

• Improves on the WaveProG3 
interface for even more usability 

• Incorporates the processing routines 
to use the advanced capabilities of the 
Wavemaker G4 instrument   

Description: The WavePro4 guided wave analysis software runs on a computer 
running Windows operating systems and interfaces to the Wavemaker G4 instrument.   
 
It assists the collection of data, the validation and analysis of the data, and the 
reporting of the results. Its many features simplify and speed up the inspectors tasks 
while exploiting the full potential of guided wave screening using GUL’s large variety 
of transduction systems. The software continues to evolve to bring new features that 
enhance the capabilities of guided wave screening. 
 
A licence for use of the software is included in the price of the Wavemaker G4.  
 

EFC Processing Licence 
Main Features 
• Allows for ‘Unrolled Pipe’ (aka 

C-Scan) processing and display 

 
Description: EFC Licence (Enhanced Focussing Capability (EFC) software module), 
activates the processing and display required for the unrolled pipe (C-Scan) display of 
data. 
 
It can be used in conjunction with either the WaveProG3 or WavePro4 software. Most 
accurate results are obtained when it is used with EFC transducer rings. 
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R2F: Solid EFC Rings 
Main Features: 
• Robust milled aluminium design 
• Single size per ring 
• Transducers are sprung loaded onto 

the pipe being inspected when large 
tightening screws are closed 

• Automatic ring detection 
• Available in different frequency 

configurations 
• Replaceable transducers 
• Max operating temperature 125C 
• Only requires about 3” of radial 

clearance around the pipe 
  
Description: These milled aluminium transducer rings are typically used for standard 
screening of pipe with nominal size between 2 and 8 inches.  The rings are supplied 
ready to use, fully populated with transducer elements. 
 
The rings are strapped around the pipe by tightening the two large handles; this action 
presses the sprung loaded transducers onto the pipe to get good shear contact.  As for 
the other rings produced by GUL, no couplant is necessary and it is possible to couple 
through most paint layers. 
 
The standard rings have 2 rows of transducers and are torsional mode.  Special rings 
can be produced for other sizes and for ones that contain 4 rows of transducers to 
allow for inspection using both the longitudinal and torsional guided wave mode 
families. Prices for specials are by specific quotation 
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R2B: Inflatable EFC Rings 
Main Features 
• Lightweight transduction system 
• Hold transducer modules that can 

be moved from ring to ring 
• Effective on large diameter pipes 

(6” plus) 
• Inflated with simple pneumatic 

pump (approx. 25 psi) 
• Automatic ring detection 
• Max operating temperature of 

70C 
• Only requires about 2.5” radial 

clearance around the pipe (and 8” 
of axial clearance along the pipe) 

 
 

 

Description: These transducer rings are designed to provide lightweight inspection 
capability, particularly for large diameter pipes. Pneumatic pressure (approx. 25psi) is 
used to press transducers modules (which get mounted onto this ring) against the pipe 
wall.    

 
The product prices listed below are for the inflatable collar only. The number of 
modules required to populate the ring is also specified.  These modules are fully 
interchangeable between inflatable collars therefore if sufficient modules are purchased 
to populate a 24-inch ring this will allow population of all sizes up to 24-inch or a 
combination of smaller ones simultaneously.  

 
For sizes greater than 24 inch diameter 2 smaller inflatable type rings can be linked 
together within the technical limitations as detailed at www.guided-ultrasonics.com.  
Non-standard sizes (up to 60”) and non-EFC rings can be produced to special order. 
Prices for specials are by specific quotation 
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R2MS: Standard Modules for Inflatable Rings 
Main Features 
• Used to ‘populate’ inflatable rings 

with transducers 
• Two transducer spacings available: 

35mm and 20mm (this range is good 
for inspecting low attenuation pipe 
and penetrations) 

• Lighter weight and less expensive 
than adjustable modules 

 
Description: These modules contain a pair of transducers; they mount onto the (R2B) 
inflatable collars and can be moved from collar to collar to form a populated 
transducer ring. 
 
The operating frequency range of these ’standard modules’ covers the majority of 
standard above-ground pipe inspection tasks.   
 
When populating a collar, all of the modules must be the same type.  These modules 
have a maximum operating temperature of 70C. 
 
 

R2MW: Adjustable Modules for Inflatable Rings 
Main Features 
• Used to ‘populate’ inflatable rings 

with transducers 
• Four transducer spacings can be 

easily selected without taking the 
modules off of the ring (this allows a 
wide frequency range to be selected) 

• Good for both pipes with low 
attenuation and high attenuation.  

Description: Adjustable modules use transducers that work over a wide of 
frequencies, giving better low frequency performance than the standard modules.  
This low frequency capability can extend inspection range on wrapped or buried pipe.   
Different operating frequency ranges are selected by adjusting the inter-row spacing 
of the transducers, which can be easily changed to four different settings with this 
module design. 
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R2MWHT: Adjustable Modules for HT Inflatable Rings 
Main Features 
• Used to ‘populate’ HT inflatable rings with 

transducers 
• Two transducer spacings can be  selected 

without taking the modules off of the ring 
(this allows a wider frequency range to be 
selected) 

 

 
  

High Temperature Rings (HT) 
Main Features 
• Can inspect pipe that is 

operating at up to 300C  
• Similar to inflatable rings, 

using transducer modules that 
can be moved from ring to ring 

 
Description: High temperature rings and modules are similar to standard EFC 
inflatable rings, but are capable of testing pipes operating at up to 300C (provided that 
the ring is removed from the pipe within 15 minutes of being applied).  In order to 
carry the guided wave inspection on hot insulated pipes, typically only a 0.5 meter 
wide strip of insulation needs to be removed and the ring dry coupled to the pipe 
surface.   
 
The modules can be adjusted between two transducer spacings to be able to inspect 
pipes in a wide range of conditions. 
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R2MHD: Modules for HD Inflatable Rings 
Main Features 
• Used to ‘populate’ HD inflatable rings 

with transducers 
• Fixed spacing with 4 transducers per 

module 

 
Description: HD modules use transducers operate at higher frequencies providing improved 
axial and circumferential resolution.   
 
These modules cannot be mixed with any other type. 
 
Temperature limit is 70C 
 

High Definition Rings (HD) 
Main Features 
• Operates at higher frequency. 
• Similar to other inflatable 

rings, using transducer 
modules that can be moved 
from ring to ring. 

• Special 4 transducer modules 

 
Description: This type of ring has been developed for applications where higher 
sensitivity and resolution is required as opposed to longer range. Such applications are 
typically wall penetrations and supports. 
 
The use of this type of transducer ring requires the Wavemaker G4 together with the 
medium frequency board. 
 
For pipe sizes 6” and less a solid style of transducer ring is used with transducers 
which are intended to be permanently installed. A feature of this solid ring is that it is 
in addition to providing high definition it will also operate at the elevated temperature 
of the HT rings 
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R2G: Claw Transducers 
Main Features 
• Designed especially for inspecting 

boiler tubes with limited access to 
some sides of the tube 

• Available in tube OD’s from 0.75” to 
2.5” 

• Version available with 2m extension 
rod 

 
Description: The Claw allows guided wave testing of pipe sizes ranging from 0.75” 
to 2.5” outer diameter using the Wavemaker instruments.  The claw is able to fit 
between closely spaced tubes where conventional rings can’t fit.   
 
There is also a remote access option where the tool head is attached to a 2m long 
extension arm for difficult to access tubes.  The Claw is ideally suited for the 
inspection of boiler, heater and furnace tubing in the power-generation, refining and 
chemical sectors. 
 
The Wavemaker G4 is recommended for the smaller sizes (1.5” and below). 
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R2L: Low Profile Rings 
Main Features 
• Can fit on pipes with as little as 1” 

radial clearance 
• Standard sizes cover from 3” to 6” 

 
Description: The low profile (or “Slinky”) rings were specifically designed to be able 
to fit around pipes that have a very limited radial clearance (for example those 
commonly found in culverts or pipe racks).  Typically less than one inch of clearance 
is required to be able to mount the rings. 
 
They are only available in EFC wiring configurations and diameters up to 8”. 
 
Due to their design the low profile rings cover a smaller pipe size range than the 
traditional solid rings.  The standard low profile rings are configured for API nominal 
pipe sizes (within an API 5L tolerance); these will often not fit correctly on the similar 
(but not exactly the same size) DIN specified pipes (even if the equivalent solid ring 
does fit).  
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R2J: T-Scan Internal Probes 
Main Features 
• For inspection of tubes from the 

inside 
• Covers tube ID’s from 40mm to 

80mm 
• Used with a Wavemaker and TubePro 

software 

 
Description: T-scan is a guided wave testing transducer system which is deployed on 
the inner surface of tubes and is available for sizes ranging from 1.5” to 3” inner 
diameter.   
The T-Scan transducers are compatible with Wavemaker instruments through our 
specialized TubePro software. 
T-Scan is ideally suited for the inspection of boiler, heater and furnace tubing where 
only internal access to the tubes is available, for example from the tube-sheet or drum. 
 

TubePro Software 
Main Features 
• Revised interface for guided wave 

collection, analysis, and reporting 
• Includes tube sheet diagram to 

summarize a large collection of 
results. 

 
Description: The TubePro software simplifies the task of dealing with the very large 
number of results in a typical heat exchange that need to be collected, compared and 
reported. 
It works with the Wavemaker electronics to present the results in a Tube Sheet 
Diagram, so that the inspection information is easy to visualize and report. 
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R2P: gPIMS Permanently Installed Sensors 
Main Features 
• Designed to be permanently attached 

to pipe for repeated monitoring 
• Ring can be positioned in a difficult 

to access location while the 
connection box can be positioned 
somewhere convenient for the 
inspector 

• Allows for improved results by 
comparing to previously recorded 
data from the same ring 

• Can be buried 
• Can be installed on pipes operating up 

to 90C 

 
 

 

Description: In many situations, the cost of accessing a pipe is much higher the cost 
of inspecting a pipe.  This access cost can make repeat inspections with removable 
rings prohibitively expensive. 
 
The gPIMS range of sensors has been developed to be bonded onto the pipe, sealed 
and then left in place.  A cable connects the gPIMS sensor to a connection box that 
can be located in a convenient, easy to access location.   
 
By performing repeat inspections and comparing the results to previous inspections, 
improved sensitivity and confidence in the calls can be achieved.  It also allows the 
operator to monitor for any change in the condition of the pipe. 
 
This design makes site installs reliable and fast.  It also facilitates installation by rope 
access. 
 
gPIMS is available in 8 and 16 channel versions. The latter gives greater resolution 
and redundancy. This design will handle occasional salt spray but is not suitable for 
immersion in salt water. 
 
 
 


